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SUMMARY
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〄㾝⡲⚹霃雦涸倝ⰻ㺂♸叻ⲥկ
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㖈❡ㅷ♸剪⸉⚥輑Ⰶ㼆⚆歲錜ծ⟟⧩錜涸爢⠔➃俒錠錭㸪錜䙼
罌㸐⚹霃雦餻✮傞ꢂ」ꆀ㼜怵」鵂玐♸馋⸷錠⚹霃雦涸剣
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淼暵v䎽⢆ꅽ

⽓罣㛇哆ꥑ㣐㷖㽲⠡⠭呔霃雦ⶰ侅䱇
⽓罣㛇哆ꥑ㣐㷖㷖⛴梠㞯㹊낉㹔⚺⟣
Nierenberg Associate Professor in Design and 
Director of the Learning Environments Lab, School 
of Design, Carnegie Mellon University

霃雦劢勻涸侅㷖 䧮⟌涸劢勻剣䖎㢴♶烁㹁䚍劢勻䞔㞯」䖤馊勻馊
㢕勇霽㥵孞⦫곿ծⰌ椕氬氻㣐崨遤瘝կず傞爢
⠔⛲⚰满涯➃荛♳ծ猫偛⚺⛐瘝곿կ
㼆姼淼暵侅䱇䲿ⴀ✫毟䧮⟌涸霃雦䋗㥵⡦䎾
㼆鵯呋涸곿欽➊⛎呋涸霃雦鍒Ɀ爢⠔♳涸䮋
䧶
⡲⚹霃雦侅肫罏淼暵侅䱇絑䌢ぢ㷖欰䲿ⴀ⟄♳
곿կ霃雦䙼絶僽♧⚡䖎䔂㣐涸䊨Ⱘ㸐⢪䧮⟌涸錠
錭」䖤刿㺈䎛կ䔲➃碫㼆㖑椕涸䕧ㆇ僽䨾劢剣
涸罜霃雦㖈鵯Ⱖ⚥〳⟄〄䮦ꬋ䌢ꅾ銳涸⡲欽կ
淼暵侅䱇䲿ⵌ✫劢勻⻊鵯僽䭷䧮⟌䔲♴♶
䙼罌劢勻⡎⥂剣满劢勻涸錠錭կ鵯䠑满䧮
⟌➚㣔涸䨾⡲䨾⚹僽⚹✫䧮⟌〳⟄䭆剣Ⱏず涸繠㥩
劢勻կ
淼暵侅䱇䔂靈✫霃雦���涸嚋䙁կ➭邍爙霃雦���
僽⠛絡涸霃雦霃雦 ��� 僽❡ㅷ涸霃雦霃雦 ���
僽絆絉䚍涸鲮㘗霃雦罜霃雦 ��� 僽爢⠔鲮㘗涸霃
雦㸐⺫䭍✫㕂㹻ծ爢⠔ծ僤椕䨾⚰涸䮋䧶瘝瘝կ
淼暵侅䱇鵮䴂䒸✫ "SOPME�8BTTFSNBO 涸灇瑕կ
㖈 "SOPME�8BTTFSNBO 溏勻霃雦 ��� 僽⟄暟ㅷ
⚹⚥䗱��� 僽满ꅾ✵⟄➃⚹劥霃雦 ��� Ⱒ✵佖
」⚆歲ծ佖」爢⠔⟄⿺爢⠔涸」ꬠ瘝罜霃雦 ���
ⴭ僽䪾⟄♳霃雦椚䙁鿪⺫ゎ㖈鲮㘗霃雦♳կ䔲霃雦
罏㼆侮⡤爢⠔㽻♳馊勻馊㣐涸곿傞ぐ⚡㽻
妃涸霃雦鿪銳靈⸓饰勻կ
⡲⚹♧⚡霃雦侅肫罏淼暵侅䱇絑䌢ぢ㷖欰䲿ⴀ⟄
♳곿կ霃雦䙼絶僽♧⚡䖎䔂㣐涸䊨Ⱘ㸐⢪䧮⟌
涸錠錭」䖤刿㺈䎛կ䔲➃碫㼆㖑椕涸䕧ㆇ僽䨾
劢剣涸罜霃雦㖈鵯Ⱖ⚥〳⟄〄䮦ꬋ䌢ꅾ銳涸⡲欽կ
㼆姼淼暵侅䱇䲿ⴀ✫銳鍒Ɀ涸♲⚡곿傞瑟⚥
涸霃雦ծ暵㹁⟟⧩涸霃雦ծⰌ椕⻊涸霃雦կ⚹✫
鍒Ɀ⟄♳곿淼暵侅䱇䲿ⴀ✫⛔䩯齥ㄤ

TEACHING TO 
DEXIGN FUTURES

PETER SCUPELLI

怵雷곿湡 TOPIC OF SPEECH

⚺傋怵雷霃雦劢勻� Keynote: Design futures
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⛔䩯齥կ邍爙䟝銳㹊梡剣椚䟝涸⚆歲䧮⟌銳
㼆霃雦罏鵳遤侅肫կ䎇⚂➝絏✫➭㖈⽓罣㛇哆ꥑ㣐
㷖湱Ⱒ涸靃玐霃縨կ➭➝絏✫霃雦劢勻ծ霃
雦劢勻靃㛔㼋雿ծ霃雦劢勻㖞兞㼋雿♲꡶靃玐կ
淼暵侅䱇满ꅾ➝絏✫霃雦劢勻鵯♧靃玐կ靃玐
ꅷ》缺鲮靃㛔涸䕎䒭ぢ㣐♲ծ㣐㔋㷖欰⺫ゎ
✫絁♴靃ㄤ絁♳靃կ
淼暵侅䱇⸈Ⰶ✫㷖欰涸䙼㹊騨梠蒜㷖欰㖈
靃㛔♳䙼罌ծ雭雿靃♳䨾㷖䌐⸔➭⟌⸈帿㷖⛴佪
卓雮➭⟌刿㥩㖑㼜Ⱖ䎾欽ⵌ荈䊹涸霃雦䊨⡲⚥կ
㖈靃玐絕勲た㷖欰⠔㖈涯匣♳縄䧭卓կ鵯♧靃
玐⺫䭍✫ �� ワㄤ � ワ⚙猫靃玐霃縨կ
淼暵侅䱇鵮䔂靈✫靃玐涸湱Ⱒⰻ㺂僽㖈ㄤ⚆歲ぐ⚡
넞吥⺫䭍幡⼶㣐㷖㖈ⰻ涸侅䱇㷖罏涸鸑⸂ざ⡲♴㸤
䧭涸կ靃玐湡㖈幡⼶㣐㷖㷖㛔㖈絁剣䢏靃靃玐կ

We live in interesting times, with global challenges 
such as: Climate Emergency, COVID-19 pandemic, 
Black Lives Matter, and so forth. Such societal level 
challenges require a broader version of design than 
Design Thinking (e.g., empathize, define, ideate, 
prototype, test). Design educators worldwide 
seek to prepare designers to engage with such 
challenges. The societal challenges mentioned 
are global in nature and require at least three 
expansions on design thinking: designing in time, 
designing for sustainable, futures oriented values, 
and designing for planetary scale outcomes. 
First, designing in time. Societal challenges such as 
the UN Sustainable Development Goals, require 
operating in both short-term and long-term time 
horizons. For example, according to the IPCC 
2018 1.5C report, the climate emergency requires 
people to reduce their carbon emissions by over 
50% by year 2030, and 100% by year 2050. 
Consequently, short-term design action needs to 
align with such long term goals.

Second, designing for sustainable, futures oriented 
values for planetary scale problems requires 
moving beyond Modernist design values (e.g., 
aesthetics, consumerism, economic growth) to 
include a futures oriented values-based approach. 
The Climate Emergency requires designers to 
commit to and act upon futures centered values so 
that short term actions today lead to desirable long 
term collective futures. Designers need to transition 
to new values and worldviews and design 
accordingly. 

Third, the Anthropocene Era was created by design 
and affects life forms all over the planet. Likewise, 
solutions to planetary level problems need to work 
on multiple levels and scale globally. 

Design education for 21st century challenges 
can significantly benefit from the field of Futures 
Studies. In this talk, I describe the Dexign Futures 
(DF) course and the related open-source project. 
Dexign Futures differs somewhat from other 
rich design futures traditions represented at this 
conference such as Design Fiction, Speculative 
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Design, Discursive Design, Experiential Futures, and 
so forth. 

The term Dexign was originated by Arnold 
Wasserman in 2013 while we were co-teaching 
athe “Dexign the Future” course at Carnegie 
Mellon University. The term Dexign Futures 
explicitly focuses on aligning near-term design 
action with sustainable futures. The “X” signifies 
an experimental form of design combining design 
thinking with futures thinking to align near term 
design action with long-range vision goals – while 
navigating uncertainty and accelerating innovation 
toward desired futures. The 2013 Dexign the Future 
course lead to a series of related courses over 
the years: Introduction to Dexign Futures, Dexign 
Futures Seminar, and finally the “Dexign Futures” 
course.

The “Dexign Futures” course was created to teach 
undergraduate design students in the School of 
Design at Carnegie Mellon University a new set 
of design methods that combine futures thinking 
with design thinking. The course is taught with a 
flipped-classroom pedagogy. “Flipped” courses 

shift new-content exposure to pre-class work and 
use class time for hands-on application activities. 
Pre-class work includes online readings, videos, 
and interactive activities with immediate feedback; 
as well as a mechanism for students to submit 
questions to the instructor ahead of each class 
session. Weekly reflections asked students to 
explain how they might integrate futures methods 
into their design practices. These course materials 
have been taught five times at and iteratively 
improved. DF this semester is being taught as a 
flipped-class over ZOOM. 

The flipped classroom materials described are 
available as open-source teaching materials 
through the dexignfutures.org open source project. 
Portions of the course materials are being tested 
with three global partners: at Tsinghua University 
in Beijing, China, Politecnico di Milano, Italy; 
and Georgia Tech University in Atlanta, Georgia, 
USA. In this lecture, I describe challenges and 
opportunities I’ve observed regarding teaching 
design students how to learn to apply futures 
methods within their nascent design practices.
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㸝㫪 ˖蓹蓹䬘

碛Ⱎ椚䊨㣐㷖㹔ⰻㄤ瑟ꢂ霃雦⚁⚌ⶰ侅䱇
Associate Professor, Interior and Spatial Design, 
Politecnico di Milano

傞ꢂ涸霃雦僽
㥵⡦䕧ㆇ⚆歲
♳涸ꅾ㣐✲⟝涸

ANNA BARBARA
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DESIGN FUTURE
TIME_BASE
PARADIGMS

⚺傋怵雷霃雦䱲程� Keynote: Design Exploration
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Anna Barbara pointed out that the design of time 
is one of the most important global trends, and 
we should take the future as an important tool for 
designing the present.

Anna Barbara asked the question: what kind of 
present do we live in?

First of all, she explained the present meaning of 
contraction and told us that the form of time is 
changing. We are driving towards the future like 
a car. What we see in the rearview mirror is the 
past, and now is simplified to a moment. This is our 
current situation.

We decompose our emotions and opinions and 
filter our heritage to the world through smart 
phones, cameras and other filters, which gives us 
a distance between reality and related problems, 
between us and social responsibility, and choose 
to live in a comfortable area, making us passive 
bystanders rather than active participants.

Anna Barbara pointed out that there are more and 
more different perspectives, which have brought 
us different opinions, which is also changing 
the quality of our design and the space we will 
live in. We hope to respond to the living space, 
experience and experience, and our space may 
have been designed 50 years ago, not modern 
design at all. At the same time, the digital age has 
brought us a completely different life.

In addition, the exploration of time is closely 
related to the innovation in the field of mobile and 
transportation. Anna Barbara, for example, looks 
at the swimming pool in the above figure. The 
swimming pool on the screen is more exciting than 
in reality. She puts forward a social way to make 
life no longer socialized. Excessive use of social 
media gives us a sense of definition and existence. 
Now we are not close to the people around us, but 
we have established contact with people in another 
space. Back to the point just mentioned, in fact, we 
walk in space, and we don't move our steps when 
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we walk. We don't even exist in space now. Our 
existence is nonexistence.

In the compression or expansion of time, not only 
designers, people maximize productivity. We are 
constantly adjusting our adaptability to time. What 
is it like now? With the continuous compression 
and expansion of time, we become more and more 
efficient, and our productivity has been maximized. 
We all use artificial, rising and setting sun like 
chickens in farms, but make them produce more 
chicken eggs in an unsustainable way.

We have now become consumers of space. Our 
feelings and experiences of place have been 
distorted, seduced, enjoyed and entertained. Even 
if our physiological rhythm is compromised in this 
process, we have become over excited consumers, 
resulting in emotional bulimia.

Finally, Anna Barbara asked: what should it be like 
for future design?

Students are the people who live in the future. She 
asked students to design a space where they hope 
to live and see their prospects for the future. She 
believes that as a teacher, we should go out of the 
reflection of knowledge, let ourselves stand out, be 
able to accommodate ourselves, teach methods, 
abandon ideas, and teach students how to ask 
correct questions, rather than simply give answers. 
So that students can really live in a conscious 
time and space, establish real proximity, sharing 
economy and open knowledge. If teachers can 
afford equal programs for young people of all 
genders without leaving anyone behind, regardless 
of social and cultural background, learning will be 
highly sustainable in the future.
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